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82 journals answered 29 questions twice

1. checking redundancy (88%, ↑14%)
2. authors’ conflicts of interest (87%, ↑6%)
3. correcting errors (85%, ↑17%)
4. issuing retractions (68%, ↑20%)
5. labelling and linking retractions (67%, ↑15%)
6. raising concerns with authors (66%, ↑12%)
7. asking reviewers about research ethics (60%, ↑19%)
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82 journals answered 29 questions twice

23. require clinical trials to be registered (27%, ↑8%)
24. have a system for handling editors’ papers (22%, ↓1%)
25. publish their appeal mechanism (20%, ↑14%)
26. publish editors’ COIs (15%, ↑7%)
27. have raised ethical concerns with institutions (12%, ↔)
28. have issued correction(s) for missing COIs (4%, ↓3%)
29. have referred case(s) to COPE (2%, ↓3%)
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Downstream

- Whistleblowing
- Complaints
- Investigations
- Retractions
- Legal
- Scrutiny
My recommendations

• More work upstream
• More open-ness
• More scrutiny